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Abstract When addressing the flow of concentrated suspensions composed of rods, dense clusters are
observed. Thus, the adequate modelling and simulation of such a flow requires addressing the kinematics
of these dense clusters and their impact on the flow in which they are immersed. In a former work, we
addressed a first modelling framework of these clusters, assumed so dense that they were considered rigid and
their kinematics (flow-induced rotation) were totally defined by a symmetric tensor c with unit trace represent-
ing the cluster conformation. Then, the rigid nature of the clusters was relaxed, assuming them deformable,
and a model giving the evolution of both the cluster shape and its microstructural orientation descriptor (the
so-called shape and orientation tensors) was proposed. This paper compares the predictions coming from those
models with finer-scale discrete simulations inspired from molecular dynamics modelling.
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1 Introduction
Suspensions involving rods are described at three different scales. At the microscopic scale, the motion of
each rod is tracked using Jeffery’s equation [28] and their impact on the fluid rheology evaluated from one
of the available models [7,23–27,38]. At the mesoscopic scale, the individuality of particles is replaced by
a distribution function giving the probability of finding a particle at a given position and time and having a
given orientation. At that scale, usual physical coordinates (space and time) are complemented with some
conformational coordinates [9,20] (in the present case, the orientation described by the unit vector p) in order
to retain the main fluid features. Finally, at the macroscopic scale, only the moments of the distribution function
are retained—the so-called orientation tensors—whose time evolution only involves the physical coordinates.
Moving from the microscopic to the mesoscopic scale is motivated by the computational complexity that
the consideration of large population of interacting particles entails (as well as the particles–fluid interac-
tions). In turn, mesoscopic descriptions are confronted to issues related to their multidimensional character
and the associated inability of most experienced discretization techniques to address their simulation. For
circumventing the curse of dimensionality, several techniques exist: (1) most of them are based on the used of
computational particles [10,13,17,18,37,41]; (2) other procedures consider standard discretization techniques
with adapted approximations [11,32]; (3) finally a third group consists of the use of separated representations
proposed some years ago by the authors, with as main ingredient the so-called Proper Generalized Decompo-
sition [5,6,14,16,36]. At the macroscopic scale, the equations governing the time evolution of the distribution
moments usually involve closure approximations whose impact on the results is unpredictable [12,29].
In [3], the flow model of a suspension composed of rods was established, in the dilute and semi-dilute
regimes by considering nine structural bricks, three at each scale (microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic).
These three key bricks are: (1) the considered conformational variable, (2) the equation governing its time
evolution, and (3) its contribution to the suspension stress.
When the concentration increases, particles tend to aggregate [33–35] creating a new microstructure with
an intermediate scale. Indeed, instead of having rods dispersed into a fluid matrix, the flowing system is
composed of dense rod aggregates immersed into the fluid matrix.
A first attempt to describe such flowing systems has been proposed in [3]. There, it was assumed that these
dense clusters of rods are and remain rigid enough to evolve as a rigid solid leading to a cluster flow-induced
kinematics depending on a single conformation tensor [3]. The main results will be summarized in Sect. 2.
This framework was extended [8] by considering the flow-induced motion and deformation of deformable
aggregates, in which orientation and shape time evolutions are described by using two conformation tensors.
The corresponding model is also summarized in Sect. 2.
The present work only addresses the cluster kinematics, rheology will be addressed in a future work,
because it requires formulating the behaviour within a generalized continuum framework, as considered when
addressing other media with internal structure [2,19,22,39].
While in the case of rigid cluster, we could validate the model using the existing analogy between tri-
dumbbells and ellipsoids, in the case of deformable clusters, the flow-induced deformation will be validated
by comparing the model predictions with direct numerical simulations inspired by molecular dynamics—
MD—descriptions, including rods and their interactions.
After this introduction, Sect. 2 revisits the description of rigid and deformable clusters composed of rods.
Then, in order to validate the predictions, Sect. 3 proposes a finer-scale discrete description inspired from
molecular dynamics simulations. Finally, Sect. 4 presents and discusses some numerical results.
2 Revisiting description of rigid and deformable clusters composed of rods
This section summarizes the main elements involved in the modelling of rigid and deformable clusters, deeply
described in [3,8], respectively.
2.1 Rigid clusters
Let consider a 3D rigid cluster, sketched in Fig. 1, consisting of N/2 rods R j of length 2L j . Each rod R j
is assumed containing two beads at its ends on which hydrodynamic forces apply. Thus, the cluster contains
N beads Bi , i = 1, . . . , N . The location of each bead Bi with respect to the cluster centre of gravity G is
represented by Si qi , where qi is the unit vector pointing from G to Bi .
Fig. 1 Rigid cluster composed of rods
Brownian effects are neglected, and only hydrodynamic forces, assumed acting at each bead, are retained.
Thus, on each bead located at position Si qi (Fig. 1) acts a force Fi proportional to the difference between the
velocity of the unperturbed flow at the bead location, and the velocity of the bead itself:
Fi = ξ (V0 + ∇v · qi Si − VG − q˙i Si ), (1)
where ξ is the friction coefficient, v the flow velocity field, V0 the fluid velocity at the cluster centre of gravity
G and VG the velocity of the cluster centre of gravity itself.
The equilibrium neglecting inertia terms implies
0 =
i=N∑
i=1
Fi = N (V0 − VG) + ∇v ·
(i=N∑
i=1
Si qi
)
−
(i=N∑
i=1
Si q˙i
)
, (2)
where both sums in Eq. (2) vanish, the first one as a direct consequence of the definition of the centre of gravity,
and the second because the cluster is assumed rigid. Thus, Eq. (2) becomes
V0 = VG, (3)
implying that the cluster centre of gravity is moving with the fluid velocity at that position.
The torque created by the forces applied on bead Bi is given by
Mi = Si qi × Fi , (4)
whose resultant must also vanish:
i=N∑
i=1
Mi = 0. (5)
By developing the balance of torques (the interested reader can refer to [3]), it finally results in:
ω = (I − c)−1 · ( : (∇v · c)) , (6)
where ω represents the cluster angular velocity and c is the conformation tensor defined from
c =
∑i=N
i=1 S2i qi ⊗ qi∑i=N
i=1 S2i
. (7)
An extremely important consequence of this analysis is that rigid clusters composed of rods having the
same conformation tensor c rotate at the same angular velocity.
As the conformation tensor c is symmetric and positive definite, it has real eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
In 3D, the three mutually perpendicular eigenvectors will be denoted by u1, u2, and u3, with the associated
eigenvalues τ1, τ2, and τ3, respectively.
Imagine a rigid cluster composed of three rods oriented in directions u1, u2, and u3 with respective lengths√
τ1,
√
τ2, and
√
τ3. The conformation tensor of such a three-rod cluster coincides with c, and then both
tensors have the same rotary velocity. Thus, in [3], the link between a rigid cluster composed of three mutually
orthogonal rods and the Jeffery’s triaxial ellipsoid has been proven.
2.2 Deformable clusters
In the case of deformable clusters, two types of forces were assumed acting on each bead of a generic rod R
(of length 2L) [8].
One, FHi , is due to the fluid-rod friction once again modelled as
FHi = ξ
(
vi0 + ∇v · pi L − viG − p˙i L
)
(8)
where the superscript “H” refers to its hydrodynamic nature, vi0 is the fluid velocity (assumed unperturbed by
the presence of the cluster) at the rod Ri centre of gravity Gi and viG the velocity of the rod Ri centre of gravity
Gi . The other one, FCi , is due to the rods entanglements. That force is assumed scaling with the difference
between the rigid motion velocity (the one that the bead would have if the cluster would be rigid) vRBi and the
real one viG + p˙i L .
As proven in the previous section, the bead velocity when assuming the cluster rigid reads:
vRBi = VG + W · Si qi = V0 + W · ri + W · pi L , (9)
where the fact that VG = V0 was taken into account. In the previous equation, ri is the vector connecting the
cluster centre of gravity G to the rod centre of gravity Gi , i.e., ri = Gi − G and tensor W derives from the
rigid rotary velocity ω given by Eq. (6) from
W · pi = ω × pi , ∀pi . (10)
Thus, the contribution to the bead force due to collective effects (a sort of mean field) when considering
the generic rod Ri reads:
FCi = μ
(
V0 + W · ri + W · pi L − viG − p˙i L
)
, (11)
and the net force acting on the bead located at Gi + pi L is given by Fi (Gi +pi L) = FHi (Gi +pi L)+ FCi (Gi +
pi L).
The linear momentum balance, neglecting inertia effects, allows us to obtain the velocity of the rods centre
of gravity [8]
viG = V0 +
ξ
ξ + μ∇v · ri +
μ
ξ + μW · ri . (12)
Now, the angular momentum balance leads to the rods rotary velocity (the interested reader can refer to
[8] for the exhaustive derivation)
p˙i = ξ
ξ + μ p˙
J
i +
μ
ξ + μ W · pi =
ξ
ξ + μ p˙
J
i +
μ
ξ + μ p˙
R
i , (13)
where p˙Ji represents the orientation evolution of a rod in the absence of collective effects (dilute regime
described by the Jeffery’s equation) and p˙Ri the one of a rod in a rigid cluster.
It can be noticed that when ξ  μ, hydrodynamic effects are preponderant and the rod kinematics are
governed by the Jeffery’s equation, i.e., p˙i ≈ p˙Ji . In the opposite case, μ  ξ , the cluster is too rigid and the
rods adopt the velocity dictated by the rigid cluster kinematics p˙i ≈ p˙Ri .
The main macroscopic descriptors of a deformable cluster are its shape and its microstructure.
2.2.1 Macroscopic description: clusters inertia and shape
Integrating the position of the centre of gravity of each rod composing the cluster from Eq. (12), it is natural
to obtain the cluster inertia and shape.
The cluster inertia tensor S is defined from a continuous description of the cluster: the rods individuality
is replaced by a distribution function ψr (r) and then integrated:
S =
∫
S
r ⊗ r ψr (r) dr. (14)
Its time evolution, according to [8], results in
S˙ = ξ
ξ + μ
(∇v · S + S · (∇v)T) + μ
ξ + μ (W · S − S · W) . (15)
The trace of S gives an information on the cluster size. A normalized inertia tensor—called shape tensor
s—can be defined as:
s = S
Tr(S) . (16)
2.2.2 Macroscopic description: orientation
Now, if the orientation of the rods of a deformable cluster is assumed to be given by the orientation distribution
ψ p(p), the time derivative of its second-order moment a˙ yields [8]:
a˙ = ξ
ξ + μ a˙
J + μ
ξ + μ a˙
R, (17)
whose objectivity was proven in [15], and where a˙J and a˙R are given by
{
a˙J = ∇v · a + a · (∇v)T − 2 A : D
a˙R = W · a + a · WT , (18)
with A the fourth-order orientation tensor expressed from the second-order one by considering any of the
numerous closure relations proposed in the literature [4,21,31,40].
It has just been proven that the conformation of a deformable cluster is defined from both the orientation
tensor a and the inertia tensor S. The evolution of both tensors makes use of tensor W that depends itself on
the conformation tensor c. Tensor c is very close to tensor S; the first is defined from the vectors joining the
cluster centre of gravity with each rod bead, whereas the second one involves vectors joining the cluster centre
of gravity with the rods centre of gravity. If the length of the rods is very small compared to the cluster size,
both tensors are very close and consequently tensor W can be evaluated by using s instead of c. In [8], the
following expression was obtained:
c = S + L
2a
Tr(S) + L2 , (19)
that as soon as L2  Tr(S) leads to c ≈ s.
3 Fine-scale discrete simulation
In order to compute the reference solution of a moving cluster suspending in a fluid flow, we proceed with a
direct numerical simulation based on a molecular dynamics representation of the entangled rods composing a
dense cluster. This modelling approach is based on the following assumptions: (1) each of the R rods consists
of a set of Pr connected particles (the total number of particles in the system being P); (2) particles interactions
are described from appropriate potentials, in particular, the Lennard–Jones potential V L J used to describe the
inter-particles interactions (and consequently ensuring inter-rods interaction), and two other potentials, V E
and V B , used to describe the rod elongation and bending, respectively, see Fig. 2. Thus, the total potential
reads
V =
R∑
j=1
Pr−1∑
i=1
V Ei,i+1; j +
R∑
j=1
Pr−1∑
i=2
V Bi−1,i,i+1; j +
P∑
i=1
P∑
k>i k /∈R(i)
V L Ji,k (20)
where j refers to the rods R j , R(i) to the rod to which particle i belongs, and indexes i and k are related to
particles Pi and Pk . Index j in potentials V Ei,i+1; j and V Bi−1,i,i+1; j indicates that particle Pi belongs to rod R j .
The Lennard–Jones potential reads
V L Ji,k = 4ε
((
σ
dik
)12
−
(
σ
dik
)6)
, (21)
Fig. 2 Sketch of rods, particles and potentials
with dik = ||xk − xi || the distance between particles Pi and Pk , located at positions xi and xk , respectively,
and  and σ the two usual parameters involved in the Lennard–Jones potential.
The elongation potential is given by
V Ei,i+1 =
KE
2
(
1 − di j
deq
)2
, (22)
where deq is the equilibrium distance between two particles, distance at which the potential reaches its minimum
(and consequently the associated force vanishes). In the previous expression, KE reflects the potential intensity.
The bending potential between three successive particles belonging to the same fibre reads
V Bi−1,i,i+1 =
K B
2
(
θi−1,i,i+1 − θeq
)2
, (23)
where θi−1,i,i+1 is the angle defined by vectors joining particles i − 1, i and i, i + 1 with θeq the angle at
equilibrium. In our study, we consider without loss of generality θeq = 0. Again, the potential intensity is
described from K B .
Force applying at each particle results from the potential derivative according to
FIi = −
∂V
∂xi
. (24)
The other force acting on each particle is the one related to the fluid drag FDi . Let v(x) be the fluid velocity
at position x, assumed unperturbed by the rods presence, the drag force reads
FDi = ξ(v(xi ) − x˙i ), (25)
where x˙i denotes the velocity of particle Pi .
The linear momentum balance involving particle Pi reads
Fi = FDi + FIi = mai , (26)
with the particle acceleration ai = dx˙idt = d
2xi
dt2 .
A second-order time integration scheme is considered, consisting of
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
an+1i = F
n
i
m
xn+1i = xni + x˙ni 
t + 12 ai (t)(
t)2
x˙n+1i = x˙ni + 12
(
ani + an+1i
)

t
, (27)
where the superscript n refers to the time step, tn = n
t .
Prior to proceed with the time integration, equations are rewritten in dimensionless form, by considering
as characteristic variables
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Fig. 3 Rigid clusters with different aspect ratio
– the length: σ
– the energy: ε
– the mass: m
– the velocity:
√
ε/m
– the acceleration: ε/(mσ)
– the time: σ
√
m/ε
that allows writing the dimensionless model in which for the sake of clarity, we do not change the notation for
designating the dimensionless variables.
Thus, we obtain
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Vi, j = 4
((
1
di j
)12 −
(
1
di j
)6)
V Ei,i+1 = Kˆ E2
(
1 − di jdeq
)2
V Bi−1,i,i+1 = Kˆ B2 (θi−1,i,i+1 − θeq)2
FIi = − ∂V∂xi
FDi = ξˆ (v(xi ) − x˙i )
Fi = ai
, (28)
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Fig. 4 Deformable clusters with different aspect ratio
where KˆE = K Eε , Kˆ B = K Bε , ξˆ = ξ
√
εm/σ , with Kˆ B = 100, KˆE = 100, and the dimensionless equilibrium
distance deq = 21/6. The applied flow consists of a simple shear flow with dimensionless shear rate γ˙ = 5.
Thus, at the microscopic scale, as soon as KE and K B are taken large enough to represent almost non-
deformable rods, the model only contains one parameter that controls numerical simulations, ξˆ .
4 Numerical results
In this section, we first present numerical simulations to illustrate the behaviour of the proposed model and
then a comparison of the model with fine-scale direct simulations.
The equations governing the rate of change of the cluster orientation and inertia tensors, Eqs. (17) and
(15) respectively, have similar expressions. They contain a term, the last one, that introduces the mean
field effects, in particular the cluster rotation, scaling with tensor W that in turn depends on the cluster
shape.
In order to better understand the underlying physics of those equations, we are considering both rigid
and deformable clusters of different aspect ratio and evaluating the time evolution of their inertia ten-
sor.
Firstly, Fig. 3 compares for two rigid clusters of different aspect ratio the time evolution of their iner-
tia tensor S. As expected from our previous works [3], inertia tensor is simply rotated with a period that
scales with the cluster aspect ratio, i.e. the higher the cluster aspect ratio, the larger the rotation period.
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Fig. 5 Inertia tensor trace time evolution
When examining the evolution of the trace of the inertial tensor over time, it can be noticed that it remains
constant.
Secondly, Fig. 4 presents similar results but now for deformable cluster with the same initial aspect ratios.
It can be noticed that inertial tensor remains periodic with a similar evolution of its period with respect to the
cluster aspect ratio. Moreover, the cluster deformability results in a periodic evolution of the tensor trace, as
Fig. 5 reveals. Thus, the cluster is stretched and then compressed during a complete rotation, while keeping its
perfect periodicity. Moreover, as expected, the higher the cluster aspect ratio, the larger the amplitude of the
inertia tensor trace evolution.
Figure 6 compares now the model predictions with direct simulation. The applied flow and the considered
inter-rods interaction potential almost guarantee the cluster integrity, that is, the cluster rotates while slightly
deforming, but after a complete rotation, the initial configuration is almost recovered. In this figure, it can be
noticed that direct numerical simulation exhibits some amount of irreversible cluster deformation, with the
consequent impact on the cluster rotary velocity and in its period of rotation, increasing as the cluster aspect
ratio enlarges. Both solutions are in good agreement.
Figure 7 compares, for the aggregate considered in Fig. 6, the prediction of the model for a deformable
cluster with the prediction obtained by assuming the cluster is rigid. It can be noticed that as discussed above,
cluster deformability induces a slight increase in the rotation period.
Figure 8 compares model prediction and direct simulation for larger shear rates (larger with respect to the
rods interaction preserving the aggregate integrity). The model prediction differs from direct simulation since
the applied shear rates produce cluster degradation, as evidenced in Fig. 9, where some rods detach from the
cluster. This scenario compromises the validity of the proposed macroscopic model and defines the limit of
its interval of validity.
Fig. 6 Comparison of cluster orientation and inertia evolution: model prediction (dashed line) versus direct simulations
Fig. 7 Comparison of cluster orientation and inertia evolution: deformable versus rigid cluster model
5 Conclusions
In this work, a multi-scale model of deformable clusters, based on the use of two tensors, the first associated
with the global cluster shape and the second with the orientation of the rods composing, is presented and its
predictions are compared with finer descriptions inspired from molecular dynamics.
Using fine-scale simulations, it was proven that clusters deform while rotating, and it was found that the
model almost captures the shape and orientation evolution. When the applied shear rate becomes too large, rods
Fig. 8 Comparison of cluster orientation and inertia evolution: model prediction (dashed line) versus direct simulations for larger
applied shear rates
Fig. 9 Aggregate conformation: (left) initial configuration and (right) configuration after a first rotation
detach from the clusters and model predictions exhibit significant differences with respect to direct numerical
simulations.
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